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It has been some time since we visited Oakwood RV
Park, so it was nice to come back. It is a nice park with
all the amenities that our club needs. It also helped us
out when we needed it (as the other park lost our
reservations). The only problems were the narrow
sites and the lack of strong air conditioning in the rec
hall. Even though space between sites was small we did
manage to squeeze at least 25 people in between the
Burns and Gabriels rigs. It was so nice to be outside
with the cool breezes blowing and the guys solving all
the world’s problems.
Wednesday was spent eating lunch at the Old German
Bakery in downtown Fredericksburg. The restaurant is
very nice and the food was wonderful. For those of you
who did not go----you really missed a treat. The rest
of the day was spent greeting fellow “scouts” and
playing games, dinner in.

Thursday some of us went back to the Bakery for
breakfast (was really good), and while we were there,
the women were presented gift bags from the
waitress. She said they were from a “nice gentleman”
and wouldn’t say who. The bags contained a $15.00 gift
certificate to the jewelry store next door. We all
decided to find out how reasonable this place was.
What a surprise, the “nice gentleman” was super nice
and was putting his four children through college. He
said he would sell us any earrings for half price! The
ones that I picked out were $30.00 and with the gift
certificate ------ they were free! Also in our bags was
a pair of earrings, it pays to shop. The name of this
store is the “Silver Rush” and we all plan to come back.
By that evening the rest of the campers had arrived.
Most of us stayed in and grilled and a few went out to
dinner. Games were played by all (some played and
some watched). The Spurs took some of our campers
away. Night time came brought cooler temperatures,
most of us were happy about this.

Fredericksburg has a lot to offer and most of us
tried to take advantage of it. The Wild Seed Farm and
winery were visited as well as the many shops. Friday
was dinner out and we trooped over to Catfish Haven.
We have been here before and the food is pretty good.
It’s hard to find a place that can accommodate us all,
we may try someplace different next time.
Saturday was spent shopping, relaxing, touring and
getting ready for the pot luck. The dinner was good as
usual, followed by a brief meeting. The May birthdays
and anniversaries were mentioned and the guests
introduced. You will find these names and dates in the
minutes. One important point is that Barbara Shadrock
has been in the hospital, very ill, and we were unaware
until the camp out. Please, please when a member is ill
let Charlie or Carlton know so that they can notify the
club members. We are so sorry Barbara—we did not
know
Sunday breakfast was provided by Nancy and Dan
McDonald, Kay Bowen and Carlton. Joann spent a lot of

time and effort to decorate for Mother’s Day, she did
a wonderful job-----Thanks from all of us.
Until next month in Boerne have a safe and happy
Memorial Day. Remember to send your reservations
early cuz ya don’t want to miss it!!!
The roving reporter
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